Cloud Native Core System
INSTANDA operates exclusively as a Software-as-a-Service
(SaaS) platform and can be seamlessly integrated with other
platforms in the technology environment.
Break the mold with INSTANDA – a digital platform for the confident and innovative insurance
professional.
INSTANDA’s platform enables carriers and MGAs to create, build and implement complex insurance
products in a matter of weeks or months.

Agility. Speed. Ease.
Make light work of developing insurance products. INSTANDA’s digital platform allows users to build
and distribute insurance products, all from the same platform, and is able to integrate seamlessly
with other third-party software and providers.
INSTANDA takes insurers from concept, to creation, to launch, to revenue in exceptional timeframes.

About INSTANDA
Built for insurers by insurers, INSTANDA takes a modern approach to a complex industry. With a
fully digital insurance management platform, INSTANDA enables carriers and MGAs to design, build
and launch simple to complex insurance products, including common products like auto and home
to more elaborate offerings like flood, earthquake, or cyber.
As the insurance space evolves, the elapsed time from product design to implementation is crucial
to remaining competitive. INSTANDA empowers forward-thinking insurers to join the modern
insurance revolution and go against the grain. Take the reins of transformation, capitalize on market
opportunities and build products with full control, no limits, and shortened implementations.

Built for insurers by insurers

Why buy INSTANDA?
Single platform access to programs
Submit, Quote, Underwrite, Bind, Issue
Policy lifecycle management
Consumer, Broker & Internal portals
Straight through processing
Quote & policy document processing
Payment processing
Fully customizable user experience
Unlimited API & Webhook Integrations:
- HazardHub
- DocuSign
- Salesforce
- Hyperscience
- And more!

Invent with INSTANDA
Operate in a cloud-based world where
there are no limits to insurance. Where
products can be securely designed and
launched in days and changes made in
minutes.
No code configuration
Simple drag-and-drop interface
Launch new products in days, not
months
Reduce customer acquisition and
operating costs
One platform, thousands of possibilities
A true quote and buy digital platform
Inherently insurance
No more product innovation pain points

A platform that's trusted by trailblazing insurers and MGAs

Connect with Us
INSTANDA.com/us | sales.us@instanda.com

